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New Equations for Describing Contact Area 
between Tire and Ground
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Abstract：New equations are proposed to describe the shapes and sizes of the contact areas between tire and 

ground（the contact areas） under the conditions of static load，slip，camber，and rolling. The equations are super ellipse 

and trigonometric function with four parameters. Results indicate that the contact areas under the conditions of static 

load，slip，camber can be well described by super ellipse，in the most complicated case，fourteen parameters are used.

The rolling contact area can be reconstructed by the trigonometric function completely. Symmetrical and asymmetrical 

shapes can both be described perfectly. The suggested curves will make calculate size of the areas easily. The described 

shapes and sizes are in good agreement with the measured，the maximum deviation is only 2. 88%. This work will 

provide an instrument for understanding the contact area and be helpful for analyzing tire and road.
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There are three characteristics of the tire 
contacting with ground，the contact areas between 
the tire and ground（the contact area） is one of 
them，including shape and size of the area[1].
As an important factor of the tire and vehicle，
the contact area affects the traction，braking，
cornering and wear performances[2]. The contact 
area can be affected by structures，deflection of 
the tire，the operating conditions of the vehicle 
and the properties of the ground[3-6]，so it is very 
complicated.  How to describe the contact area has 
been one of the research focuses[5].

The contact area between the bias tire and 
hard road can be well described by ellipse，
especially the tire has large deformation[7]. When 
the deformation is relatively small，the contact area 
may be described by a circle. The ellipses were also 
used to describe the contact areas of tractor tires[8]，

aircraft tires[9]，and plate tests[10-11]. In general，the 
contact area between the radial tire and ground is 
not an ellipse apparently，a rectangle with rounded 
ends was used to describe it，and half circles were 
used as the rounded ends usually[12]. Because of 
using multiple curves to describe the contact area 
is not convenient，super ellipse was used to replace 
the curves，it can be a circle，ellipse or rectangle if 
the exponent is appropriately changed，and it was 
used to describe the contact area of agricultural 
tires[7，13]. The sizes of the areas （A ）  can be 
calculated according to the curves，for a circle is  
A＝πr2（r is the radius of the circle），for a rectangle 
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is A ＝ cd（c and d are the length and width of the 
rectangle respectively），for a ellipse is A ＝ πab
（a and b are the half length of the major axes），

for a super ellipse is a numerical integral，and for 
the multiple curves is the sum of each part[12]. The 
sizes of the contact area can also be measured[3，14].
Most simple contact areas can be described by 
the curves introduced above，and the sizes can be 
calculated easily. However，some areas are a little 
complicated，and they can not be depicted by the 
introduced curves，such as Fig. 1.

（a）Under static load

（b）With a slip angle

（c）With a camber angle

（d）Rolling with a speed

Fig. 1　The contact shape between the tire and ground

The  charac te r s  o f  the  con tac t  shape  in 
Fig. 1（a）are that there are long straight lines in 
longitudinal direction，however，arc lines in width 
direction. The contact shape is incongruous in the 
length and width direction apparently. In general，
the contact area between the radial tire and hard 
road under static load will be similar to Fig. 1（a），

and the shapes were introduced in literatures [8] 
and [15-17].

The shape similar to Fig. 1（b） is introduced in 
literature [1].The contact shape of the tire and ground 
with a camber angle is similar to Fig.1（c），the 
shapes similar to these were obtained by literatures 
[18-22]. They are different from Fig.1（a），the 
shapes do not have two parallel edges，and they 
have angles  with the t ravel ing direct ions of  
tires.

Fig. 1（d） is a contact area that the tire is 
rolling with a speed，one of the major axes of the 
area is not passing through the center of the contact 
area，and there are waves in the front of the contact 
area and two straight lines in the width direction，
the contact shapes similar to this were obtained by 
literature [1].

In this paper，new equations are introduced 
to describe the contact shapes under various 
conditions， and the methods of calculating the 
contact shapes sizes are proposed. Some practical 
implementations are done to verify the equations.

1　Shape described model
1. 1　Super ellipse equation

U. Hallonborg[7] used super ellipse to describe 
the contact area，the equation of super ellipse is given 
by

 ( ) ( ) 1
a
x

b
yn n+ =  （1）

where n is the exponent，x and y are the coordinate 
values of the points on the curves.

When n＝2，the curve is an ellipse，when n→∞， 
it is a rectangle，when a＝b＝1 and n＝2，it becomes 
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a circle. If the values of a and b are given，the 
shapes are controlled by n. The coordinate system 
and sub-regions of the contact areas are shown in 
Fig. 2.

a2

a1

b2 b1

x

y

2 1

3 4

1—First quadrant，2—Second quadrant，3—Third quadrant，4—
Fourth quadrant.

Fig. 2　The coordinate system and sub-regions of

the contact area

In Fig. 2，the shape is divided into four sub-
regions，which are in four quadrants. In order to 
describe asymmetric geometry，a1 is not necessarily 
equal to a2，and b1 is also not necessarily equal to 
b2. However，in order to guarantee the continuity of 
the curve，there must be the same value of a1 and a2

（or b1 and b2） in the boundary of two quadrants. At 
this time，there are a1＝a2＝a and b1＝b2＝b.
1. 2　 Equations for describing the contact 

areas
In order to describe the shapes like Fig. 1（a）  

and Fig. 1（b），the Eq.（1） can be revised by 

 ( ) ( ) 1
a
x

b
yn n+ =  （2）

where m is exponent，m and n are positive real 
numbers.

When a，b，m and n have different values，the 
curve will become different shapes，as shown in 
Table 1.

Exponent n affects the distance between the

Table 1　The curve changes with different values of
a，b，m and n

a b m n Curve

a＞0 b＞0 2 2 Ellipse
a＝b＞0 b＝a＞0 2 2 Circle

a＞0 b＞0 ∞ ∞ Rectangle
a＞0 b＞0 m＝n Super ellipse

curve and x axis，and exponent m affects the 
distance between the curve and y axis. The curves 
with different values of m and n when a＝b＝1 are 
shown in Fig. 3.
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m/n：1—1/1，2—2/2，3—8/2，4—8/8，5—8/4，6—4/8.

Fig. 3　The curves of Eq.（2） in the first quadrant with 

different values of m and n when a＝ b＝ 1

Fig. 3 shows that the higher the value of n，the 
closer the curve is to the line y＝b，and the higher 
the value of m，the closer the curve is to the line x＝
a.Because of using m and n，not only n，Eq.（2） is 
able to describe more complicated shapes.

In order  to make the Eq. （2 ）  to  be an 
explicit function to describe the contact area 
like Fig.1（a） and （b），the coordinate system 
can be set as Fig.2，the curves in each quadrant 
can be expressed as Eq.（3—6）. Eq.（3—6） are 
respectively in 1—4 quadrants.

 ( ) ( )y f x b
a
x

1 m n
1 1 1

1

1
1

11= = -8 B  （3）

 ( ) ( )y f x b
a
x

1 m n
2 2 2

1

2
1

2 2= = - -8 B  （4）

 ( ) ( )y f x b
a
x

1 m n
3 3 2

2

3
1

3 3= =- - -8 B  （5）

 ( ) ( )y f x b
a
x

1 m n
4 4 1

2

4
1

4 4= =- -8 B  （6）

where the subscripts of x，y，m，n denote quadrants，
respectively.

For the contact shape like Fig. 1（b），it can 
be divided into two parts rather than four parts，
they are in the first and the fourth quadrant，and 
the shape may be symmetrical or asymmetrical.
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The Eq. （2） can also be used to describe the 
shapes，and a new coordinate system should be 
built，such as Fig. 4. If the slip angle is opposite to 
the direction in Fig. 4，just changing x axis to the 
opposite direction.
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x′ b2′

b1′ θ

O

a′

The note is the same as Fig. 2.

Fig. 4　The coordinate system for the contact area with

a slip angle

Where a（a′） is the contact length of the area，
b1（b1′） and b2（b2′） are the widest points from the 
x（x′） axis in the boundaries of the contact area，θ 
is the steer angle.  

If b1 is not equal to b2，the contact shape is 
asymmetrical，if b1 is equal to b2，the shape may 
be symmetrical or asymmetrical，because there 
are other two parameters also affect the curves，
they are m and n in Eq. （2）. In order to describe 
the contact shape，the Eq.（2） can be expressed as 
Eq.（7）（in the first quadrant） and Eq.（8）（in the 
fourth quadrant）.

 ( ) ( )y f x b
a
x

1 m n
1 1 1

1
1

1 1= = -8 B  （7）

 ( ) ( )y f x b
a
x

1 m n
4 4 2

4
1

4 4= =- -8 B  （8）

A coordinate transformation can be used to 
make the curves to the coordinate system of x′  and 
y′ . The rule of coordinate transformation is

 
cos sin

sin cos

x x y

y x y

i i

i i

= +

= +

l

l
)  （9）

Substituting Eq.（7—8） into Eq.（9），the curves 
can be expressed as Eq.（10）（in first quadrant）  

and Eq.（11）（in fourth quadrant） in new coordinate 

system.
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l
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In order to describe the shape likes Fig. 1（c），

a new equation can be used by

 ( )siny d
a
x b

2
pr= +8 B  （12）

where the meanings of a，b，d are shown in Fig. 5，p 

is the exponent，in general，its values ranges from 0 

to 3.
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Fig. 5　The coordinate system for the contact shape 

when tire is rolling

The area is divided into four sub-regions，

they are in four quadrants. As shown in Fig. 5，

the values of a，b，d and p in one quadrant may be 

not equal to them in another quadrant. However，in 

order to avoid the discontinuity in the boundary of 

two quadrants，the sum of a11 and a14 should equal 

to the sum of a12 and a13. The curves of Eq.（12）  

when a＝d＝1，b＝0 and p＝1. 0，1. 5，2. 0，2. 5，

3. 0 are shown in Fig. 6.

In the Fig. 6，with the increase of p the curves 

become more curved，and the peaks are moving to 

the left.

For describing the contact area，the equation 

in each quadrant can be expressed as Eq.（13—16）.

Eq.（13—16） are respectively in 1—4 quadrants.
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Fig. 6　Curves of Eq.（12） with different values of
p when a＝ d＝1 and b＝0
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where a11 and a14 are the distances from O1 to 
upper and lower boundaries of the contact shape 
respectively，a12 and a13 are the distances from O2 
to upper and lower boundaries of the contact shape 
respectively. d1—d4 are the amplitudes of the waves 
in each quadrant. p1—p4 are the exponents of the 
curves in each quadrant.

From the Eq.（12—16），we know that all curves 
in the Fig. 6 pass through a same point，its position 
is [2a/π，d×sin1+b].

2　Size of the contact area
The size of the contact area can be obtained 

by sum of the sizes in four quadrants，such as 
Eq.（17）.

 A Ai

i

j

1

=
=

/  （j＝2 or 4）　　  （17）

where Ai is the size of the area in one quadrant，
subscript i is from 1 to 4， j is the quantity of parts 
that the contact area can be divided into. When 
the shapes are like Fig. 1（a），（c） or（d），j can be 
chosen as 4，and when the shapes are like Fig. 1（b）， 

j is equal to 2. For the shapes that can be described 
by Eq.（2） and Eq.（12），the size of the area in one 
quadrant can be obtained by integration of yi＝f（xi）

 ( )d dA y x f x xi i i i i

aa

00

ii

= = ##  （18）

where f（xi） are the functions of describing the 
curves in each quadrant for different contact 
shapes，for example，the sizes of the areas that can 
be described by Eq.（12） are 

( ) ( )sind dA f x x d
a
x b x

2i i i

a

i
i

i
p

i
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i
0 0

i i r= = +8 B$ .# #  （19）

The size of the area can be described by 
Eq.（2） is

 ( ) [ ( ) ]d dA f x x b
a
x

x1
a

m
n

a

1 1 1
0

1
1

1 1

0
1

1 1

1
1= = -# #  （20）

As the integrands are very complicated，
there is no simple evaluation of the integral，and 
numerical methods must be used to calculate the 
integral.

3　Practical implementations
Some practical examples that are based on 

literature [1，2，15，17]，their shapes and sizes are 
described and calculated using the equations in 
this paper. The results are shown in Fig. 7—12，
and the errors of sizes between the investigated 
and described are also given，the method of the 
calculating errors（δ） is given by Eq.（21）.

 100%
A

A A
I

I D
d #=

-  （21）

where AI is the size of contact area in literature，AD 
is the size of contact area described by equations in 
this paper.

The actual values of ai and bi of some contact 
areas are not given in the literatures，however，
there is no effect on calculating the errors of sizes，
and they can be seen to be enlarged or reduced 
proportionally. The shapes can also be seen to be  
enlarged or reduced proportionally，and the values 
of mi and ni will not change in the process，so，in 
some figures only the values of mi and ni are given.
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 （a）The measured contact………（b）The curve for describing

            shape in literature[15]              the contact shape

Fig. 7　The symmetrical contact area

（a）The measured contact shape in literature[19]

（b）The curve for describing the contact shape

Fig. 8　The monosymmetric contact shape when

the tire has a camber angle
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      （a）The measured contact……………（b）The curve for describing

            shape in literature[18]                  the contact shape

Fig. 9　The area with a slip angle
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Fig. 10　The contact area when tire is rolling with

 a speed of 30 km·h-1
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1—V＝60 km·h-1 in literature[1]，2—Fitting by Eq.（12）.

Fig. 11　The contact area when tire is rolling with

a speed of 60 km·h-1
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1—V＝120 km·h-1 in literature[1]，2—Fitting by Eq.（12）.

Fig. 12　The contact area when tire is rolling with

a speed of 120 km·h-1

The agreement between the investigated and 
described shapes are very good，there are only some 
deviations at the protruding parts of the boundaries.  
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The most error of size is 2. 88% between measured 
and calculated areas，which is acceptable.

4　Conclusion
New equations are developed for describing 

the contact area. It can be seen that the results are 
very accurate，they are not only able to describe 
the  contact shape under static conditions，but also 
under slip and rolling conditions. The curves can 
describe the contact area on soft ground and hard 
road. They can also describe the symmetric and 
asymmetric contact areas. The suggested curves 
will make calculate size of the areas easily，and it 
is helpful for integrating the pressure in the contact 
area.

In the further studies，the effects of tire 
structures on parameters of the equations will be 
studied，and the pressure distributions in contact 
area will be described by these equations.There 
will be a great help for tire engineers to control 
the contact area when designing a new tire.
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